The opening session was chaired by Carl Waldmann who discussed rhe aim of keepinq surgical portents our of inrensive care. Mr Mil~e Gough a Leeds Vascular surgeon spoke about the recent advances in vascular surgery It did seem somewhar warrying the thought of stenting In contained ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms to me.
Lunch was served both days in the exhibition hall where there was a good range of stands with all the latest gadgets.
The afternoon had three sessions running in parallel. In the main auditorium Dr Kishen chaired a session where critical incidents were discussed. The lesson for the day for me was Dr John l3erridge on 'perioperative management of the acure coronary syndrome patient' which highlighted the importance of early anti-platelet therapy in perioperative MI.
In the final session Dr Helen Galley discussed the role of cyrokines in stress response in surgery and the possibilities of blockinq this. Dr Owen Boyd talk on perioperorive optimisation lead to a good debate about this issue as to when and where to institute it.
The second day opened amid tight security with sniffer dogs and police patrolling the hall in preparation for HRH the Princess Royal arriving. In the main auditorium Dr Andrew l30denham chaired the session on increasing donor organs: The asystolic donor. l3everley Taylor from the official solicitor office and Dr Dominic l3ell gave a very interesting rolk about the legal and ethical issues. This issue of battery was hotly debated afterwards and legality of the whole process was questioned In a parallel session Professor Luciano Gattinoni gave his first lecture of the day on the 'Ten simple rules for IPPV' which was very well received.
The afternoon opened with our instructions of when to stand and applause for the arrival of HRH The Princess Royal who was marched in. She addressed the delegates on the importance of continuing research before sitting through the first session of the afternoon. Dr Anita Simonds discussed the role of weaning centres in the UK which afterwards In the debote the majority agreed that rhrs was a much needed commodity to relieve ICU worklooc The day ended with Dr Saxon Ridley appealing to members to nominate colleagues for honorary membership before introducing Professor LUCiano Gattinoni who gave the Gilsron Lecture on Ventilation in 2010. The three key points I rook away from this were the Importance of aiming for low tronspulmonory pressure. the use of prone position and the correer use of PEEP This was an excellent lecture but he did not address the title, I did hear later that he had misread what he was to talk about. The Annual dinner then followed at the Majestic Hotel. I must admit I have never had Yo~shlre pudding for a starter before! The dancing then followed before everyone adjourned to the bar where Professor Gorrinoni was holding court at the piano.
The final day opened with an excellent session by Dr Ma~Wilcox and Dr Miles Denton on MRSA and Multi-resistant Gram negatives. I found rhts very educational and by the amount of questions generated I think most people did.
In the final session of the meeting Dr Andrew Bodenhorn and Dr NICk Macartney debated the pro/cons of All central venous access should be performed using real time ultrasound' Many felt afterwards in the discussion that a mulncenrred randomised trial IS the only way to confirm rhrs Everyone was agreed that one of the major problems was lack of training of Juniors. The motion was defeated but some were converted to ItS use Dr Saxon Ridley closed the meeting which overall I rtunk had a good variation of lectures. I did note there were not many trainees there but With the limits of study leave budgets and the trainee meeting coming up In August not many would have the funding for It •
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